COMPARISON AS...AS

1) The blue car is........the red car. (fast)
2) Peter is........Fred. (not/tall)
3) The violin is........the cello. (not/low)
4) This copy is........the other one. (bad)
5) Oliver is........Peter. (optimistic)
6) Today it’s........yesterday. (not/windy)
7) The tomato soup was........the mushroom soup. (delicious)
8) Grapefruit juice is........lemonade. (not/sweet)
9) Nick is........Kevin. (brave)
10) Silver is........gold. (not/heavy)

Adjectives COMPARISON

Task - make comparatives and superlatives

1) old  - .................
2) bad  - .................
3) difficult  - .................
4) large  - .................
5) good  - .................
6) big  - .................
7) easy  - .................
8) much  - .................
9) little  - .................
10) interesting  - .................

1) .................- longer - .................
2) .................- worst
3) modern  - .................
4) .................- nicest
5) .................- nearest
6) .................- flattest
7) popular  - .................
8) .................- happier - .................
9) many  - .................
10) .................- cleverest

CONDITIONALS

1) If I ............(to study), ............(to pass) the exams. ( 1 )
2) If I ............(to come) home earlier, I ............(to prepare) dinner. ( 2 )
3) If the weather ............(to be) nice, they ............(to play) football. ( 3 )
4) If Tim and Tom ............(to be) older, they ............(to play) in our hockey team. ( 2 )
5) If my friends ............(to come), I ............(to be) very happy. ( 1 )
6) If she ............(to earn) a lot of money, she ............(to fly) to New York. ( 1 )
7) If you ............(to buy) fresh green vegetable, your salad ............(to taste) better. ( 3 )
8) If it ............(to rain), Nina ............(to take) an umbrella with her. ( 2 )
9) If Rita ............(to forget) her homework, the teacher ............(to give) her a low mark. ( 1 )
10) If he ............(to speak) slower, Peggy ............(to understand) him. ( 3 )

REPORTED SPEECH

1) John: "Mandy is at home."
   John said that ........................................
2) Max: "Frank often reads a book."
   Max told me that ........................................
3) Susan: "I'm watching TV."
   Susan said to me that ........................................
4) Simon: "David was ill."
   Simon said that ........................................
5) Peggy: "The girls helped in the house."
   Peggy told me that ........................................
6) Richard: "I am going to ride a skateboard."
   Richard said to me that ........................................
7) Stephen and Claire: "We have cleaned the windows."
   Stephen and Claire told me that ........................................
8) Charles: "I didn't have time to do my homework."
   Charles remarked that ........................................
9) Mrs Jones: "My mother will be 50 years old."
   Mrs Jones told me that ........................................
10) Jean: "The boss must sign the letter."
    Jean said that ........................................